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In 1987. as Dart of their nromam evaluation. the School of ducati ion of 'Stephen F. AusCn State University conducted a survev of first-vear nublic school teachers who had eraduated frbm our i&it;tion.
The data from the high school chemistrv teachers surveved indicated that their knowledee of subject area content &as high but that they were not as comnetent in teachine the laboratorv sessions of the material. ~ecommendations were made to the chemistry department to d a c e more emphasis on laboratorv teaching techniques in our preservice program. At the-same time, our department had been receiving an increasing number of calls from public school teachers concerning chemical waste disposal, laboratory safety, and stockroom management. These two factors oromnted us to nronose and desien a new course called lied ~Lemical concepts, which was first offered in the S~r i n e semester of 1989 as a eraduate level course for .
inservice science teachers. Althoueh other educators, such as Baverl and Ni~hoUs,~ have described chemical safety courses taught a t their institutions that cover some of the aspects of chemical storage and disposal that was taught in this course, we feel that tl& course is unique because it is designed especially for the preservice chemistry or physical science teacher and addresses many other factors than chemical safety that we feel will be extremely beneficial to the beginning chemistrylscience teacher.
The course itself is divided into three main topics: laboratory management, stockroom management, and safety. Under the laboratory management section we addressed such factors as (1) the design and modification of the chemical laboratory, including ventilation requirements, safety equipment, space requirements; (2) the design, modification, and evaluation of laboratory experiments, including both traditional verification and exploratory inquiry types; (3) grouping of students for more effective use of laboratory time and materials: (4) technioues to deal more effectivelv with special 'of studenis, such as mobility hand:-caoned. in the laboratorv: (5) the role of the comnuter in the .. . .
la&ra&ry, including hardware modifications ticollect and
analyze data and software availability and evaluation; and (6) simple instrument maintenance.
In the stockroom management portion of this course we covered such topics as (1) design and modification of stockroom facilities, (2) safe storage of chemicals, (3) chemical waste disposal, (4) inventory systems, and (5) purchasing equipment and supplies.
Although safety was highly stressed in the both of the other sections of the course, a separate section was included covering such topics as (1) legal requirements, (2) interpretation and use of MSDS sheets, (3) safety rules and contracts, (4) safety equipment, and (5) safety inspections.
Because no available textbook covered such a wide range of topics, information was pulled from many sources in the literature including books on secondary school science safety by Flinn Scientific Inc.3 and the design of public school science laboratories by the Texas Education A g e n~y .~ During the course a practical, hands-on, approach was taken, with the students having the opportunity to design laboratory and stockroom facilities, to conduct evaluations of existing facilities, and review Project Seraphim software. Although designed primarily for the undergraduate preservice teacher, the inservice teachers who completed the course found the topicsvery practical and useful. All of them made substantial changes in their own courses and physical surroundings based upon the knowledge gained.
It is hoped that a course such as theone described will help produce a well-trained, more effective first-year chemistry teacher, thus providing an improved educational experience for our public school students.
A course syllabus is available from the author upon request.
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